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l. Introduction
The optical beam propagation properties

interconnection and information processing

capabilities desired for optical switching
and computing systems. Vertical to Surface
Transmission El ectro-Photonic device (VSTEP),

based on the concept of the electro-photonic
incorporation, has yielded drastic
improvement in power consumption and
characteristics uniformity. Their successful
monolithic integration in a lK-bit level with
such functions as memory, threshol ding, and

logi" operations has been reportedl.
Another functions such as variable optical

interconnection, or variable spatial lieht
modulation(SLM), over a two-dimensional
array, howeVerr are also important. The
electro-photonic configuration in the VSTEP

is expected to realize these dynamic
reconfiguration functions easi I y, because

controllable. A VSTEP with an electronically
selective multiple output port, which has a

laser cavity structure, has been repo rted2.

0nE dimensional VSTEP arrays in combination
with a f ixed photo-mask has been applied in

dimensional pnpn-VSTEP array with a variable
optical interconnection function, which was

permitted through e matrix operation.
2. DevicE Structure

Figure I shows one element structurr4-8
in two-dimensionally integrated NxN pnpn-

VSTEP array. The ep itaxial layers were
grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate by

molecular beam epitaxy in the following
orderi an n-0aAs buffer layer(0.bpr,
2x10l8cm-3), an n-Alg.4Gag.6As(lpm, Sxl0l7"r-
3), a p-GaAs(boA, lxl0lgcm-3), an n-GaAs
switching layer(lxl0l7cm-3, 0,3pm), an n-GaAs

active layer(4xl 018"r-3, 0.7pm), a p-
Alg.4Gag.6As(0.5ym, 5xl0l8cm-3) and a p-GaAs

contact layer(0.15fr, lxl0l9cm-3). A pnpn-

VSTEP exhibits thyristor-lik.e electronic
nonlinearity. The switching layer has been

non-llnear characteristics are electrically added to allow independ€nt optinlzation of
switching voltage and optical response

light emittins diode mode emission.
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result the optical rise time of 6ns was



obtained without changing the switching
voltase Vs of 2.4V1. The holding voltage VH

was around 1.6V. The cell size was 30;tmx30ym.

Independent electrodes were formed both for
anode I i nes and cathode I i nes, so that an

individual VSTEP element misht be driven

independentl y by selecting anode and cathode

lines going to the corresPonding element.

0ptical lnput/0utput

Electrodes

n-GaAs

Fig. l Structure of a PnPn-VSTEP

3. Variable optical lnterconnection throush a

Matr lx 0perati on

The oPeration scheme for variable
interconnection in two-dimensional pnpn-VSTEP

array is shown in Fig.2. Electronic
addressins sisnals(V1: 0(Vt(Vl) are applied

in turn parallel to anode lines biased

grEater than the holding voltage V;1 ,

syncronizEd with electronic control
signals(V2: -VB<VZ<O) applied to cathode

lines. VA is the maximum value applied to an

anodE line, and -VB is a minimum value

applied to a cathode line. 0ne pnpn-VSTEP,

where both an addressing signal and a control

signal are applied simultaneously, switches

on. lnput electric data iarot then, sent

to anode lines. Modulated light emission

takes place vertical to surfaces in

accordance with the addressing. The

addresslng can be erased by an aPplication of

negative reset Pulses to al I anode I ines.

Using the matrix operation, N2 optical

interconnections (in this case 0 or l) can be

reconfisured and programmed through 2N

electric control lines. This alleviates the

dynamic reconfiguration procedure greatly, in
paticular, when N increases. While

el ectronic interconnections are ofen subiect
to pl anar geometrical constrai nts. 0ptical

i nterconnecti ons suffer no such I imitati ons.

Multiple interconnections with high density

of N2 may become possible throush vertical to
surface optical interconnections with no

physical contact.

Address

Data Signa

Fig. 2 Variable interconnection
usins 2-D VSTEP

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

Using VSTEP elements in one anode line of

a 8x8 matrix, above mentioned matrix
operation was carried out. ln an addressing

period, three sequential pulses, syncronized

with control pulses applied to cathode lines,

were sent to the anode I ine in order to

switch on three elements. A signal pulse and

a negative reset pulse were added behind the

addressins period(Fig. 3(a)). Fisure 3(b)

shows a current response of the fi rst
element, which shows an expected normal

response. Similar normal response was also

confirmEd for other elements. The time, which

is required to electronically switch on one

VSTEP, is dependent on a delav time in the

switch-on. This delay time is shortened with

2-D VSTEP

Matrix



the increase in the voltage appl ied between

an anode and a cathode. Al thoush the maximum

voltage may be considered to be V4+V3=2(VS-

VH) statical ly, larger voltage was found to
be necessary due to the delay time in the
switch-on(Fig, q.

(a) Driving pulses (b) Current response

of the first element

(Vert. 2nA, Horiz. 100ns/div)

I'ig. 3 l{rite, Read, Beset 0peration

lkcl load resistor switch-on time of lns was

realized by an application of a voltage
al most th ree and a hal f times I arger than
Vs. Voltage drop due to an internal line
also influences the delay time, which should
be taken into account. Assuming the
addressing of 3Zx3ZGl ,OZ4) matrix with lkO
load resistor, internal line resistance
between adjacent elements must be lowered to
0.1O, where the delay time of Ins can be

expected with a bias volatge of 3.7Vs(Fig.
5).
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Fig.5 Result of Simulation

Figure 6 shows a result of the
rsconfiguration of a part of optical
interconnections, which was done sequenti-
ally.

Extended version of variable optical
interconnections enables simultaneous
multiplexing with the weighting and their
summation, changing the val ues of weighting.
This kind of interconnection with addressins
function may be expected to be important to
the application of two dimensional optical
switching or optical neural computing.

5. Con,clusions

Non-linear characteristics of a VSTEP are
electrically controllable. A dynamic
reconfiguration of optical beams, which is
one of the important functions in optical
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(a) bef ore (b) after
reconf igurati on

Fig.6 Reconf iguration of
optical interconnection

switching and computing systems, thus, has

been easi I y real ized. Var i ab I e opt i ca I

interconnection, one example of the dynamic

reconfiguration, has been successfully
achieved in a pnpn-VSTEP array through a

matrix operation.
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